Easter/Spring 2015
Training Notes

KEY INGREDIENTS
Buchu oIL
adds a blackcurranty
scent
LEmoN oIL
zesty and uplifting
BERGamoT oIL
sunny and bright

QuaNTITIVE INGREDIENTS

EASTER REUSABLE BUBBLE BARS

Bunch of
carrots
Dig for victory

Sodium Carbonate, Cream of Tartar
(Potassium bitartrate), Sodium Laureth
Sulfate, Glycerine, Lauryl Betaine,
Perfume, Buchu Oil (Barosma betulina),
Sicilian Lemon Oil (Citrus limonum),
Bergamot Oil (Citrus Aurantium
bergamia), Lilial, *Limonene, *Linalool,
Colour 15510, Green Raffia.
* Occurs naturally in essential oils
aDDITIoNaL INFoRmaTIoN
Vegan
Self-Preserving

hoW To uSE
Take your bunch of carrots- choose one
and swish it around your bath (holding
onto the green leaves at the top), pop it
on the side of the bath to dry and then
reuse it again next time.

WhY chooSE ThIS oNE?
A bunch of carrots for fruity, uplifting bubbles and plenty of baths!
Swish a carrot around your bath to enjoy soft clouds of bubbles and tropical-scented
water. Although these reusable bubble bars may do a convincing carrot impression;
their fragrance definitely gives them away: Bubbly clouds of buchu, lemon and
grapefruit oils revive the senses.

GooD To KNoW
The Carrot reusable bubble bar first arrived in Lush shops in 2013. Co-founder Mark
liked the idea that people would come in and say ‘What’s that?’ and we could say
‘It’s a Carrot!’ Now we can say to our inquisitive customers ‘It’s a Bunch Of Carrots’
instead!
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KEY INGREDIENTS
Buchu oIL
adds a blackcurranty
note
caRRoT oIL
softening
FaIR TRaDE oRGaNIc
cocoa BuTTER
soothing

EASTER SOAP

carrot Soap
Do you carrot all?

QuaNTITIVE INGREDIENTS
Water (Aqua), Glycerine, Rapeseed
Oil; Coconut Oil (Brassica napus;
Cocos nucifera), Sorbitol, Perfume,
Carrot Oil (Helianthus annuus and
Beta carotene), Sodium Stearate,
Buchu Oil (Barosma betulina), Sicilian
Lemon Oil (Citrus limonum), Bergamot
Oil (Citrus Aurantium bergamia),
Fair Trade Organic Cocoa Butter
(Theobroma cacao), Titanium Dioxide,
Sodium Chloride, EDTA, Tetrasodium
Etidronate, Sodium Hydroxide, Lilial,
*Linalool, *Limonene, Colour 15510.
* Occurs naturally in essential oils
aDDITIoNaL INFoRmaTIoN
Vegan
Self-Preserving
Palm-Free Soap Base

WhY chooSE ThIS oNE?
Looks like a carrot, smells like a refreshing tropical fruit juice.
Get rooting for this joyous orange soap, complete with leaping white bunny in the
centre. Uplifting bergamot and Sicilian lemon oils mean nothing can nibble away at
your happiness.
This giant carrot is our limited edition Easter soap. Made with moisturising carrot
seed oil in the orange part and skin-softening Fair Trade cocoa butter in the white,
this luxurious blend of ingredients will leave you feeling as soft as the Easter Bunny
himself.
Carrot oil will soften the surface of the skin as it is cleansed by the action of the soap
base ... and we thought bunnies would approve of its use.

GooD To KNoW
As of November 2014 we only use 100% fully traceable single origin Fair Trade cocoa
butter.
This soap contains Fair Trade organic cocoa butter from the Fundopo cooperative in
the Dominican Republic. This is the same cocoa butter that we use across most of
our range.
The creative team wanted to ensure that each slice is as much of a delight to behold
as the whole soap. Bring a touch of theatre to the shop floor by slicing this giant
carrot, revealing a white rabbit leaping through every piece!
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KEY INGREDIENTS
FaIR TRaDE
coLomBIaN
cocoa BuTTER
moisturising and
softening
oLIVE oIL
hydrating

EASTER BATH BOMB MELT

Golden Egg
Sunny side up

SWEET WILD
oRaNGE oIL
uplifting and refreshing

QuaNTITIVE INGREDIENTS
Sodium Bicarbonate, Fair Trade
Colombian Cocoa Butter (Theobroma
cacao), Citric Acid, Laureth 4, Cream of
Tartar (Potassium bitartrate), Sodium
Laureth Sulfate, Perfume, Sweet Wild
Orange Oil (Citrus sinensis), Bergamot
Oil (Citrus Aurantium bergamia),
Fair Trade Olive Oil (Olea europaea),
Cornflour (Zea mays), Lauryl Betaine,
Amyl Cinnamal, Citronellol, Geraniol,
Lilial, *Linalool, *Limonene, Gardenia
Extract (Gardenia jasminoides), Colour
19140:1, Radiant Gold Lustre; Gold
Glimmer Lustre (Potassium Aluminium
Silicate, Titanium Dioxide, Iron Oxides,
Synthetic Fluorphlogopite, Silica).
*Occurs naturally in essential oils
aDDITIoNaL INFoRmaTIoN
Vegan
Self-Preserving

WhY chooSE ThIS oNE?
How do you like your legs in the morning? We like ours soaking in honey-toffee
scented molten gold, packed full of Fair Trade Colombian cocoa butter!
Product inventor Dan was originally inspired by chocolate cream eggs and after a few
different attempts he reversed the original design and created this, which is a bath
bomb coated in a bath melt; soft on the outside, hard on the inside.
Because of its luxurious bath melt outer layer, when you first drop this into the bath
it will sink down, then bob back to the surface as the bath bomb centre is revealed.
Its glitzy exterior will be sure to catch the customer’s eye, and then once they have a
whiff of the delicious honey-toffee fragrance they’ll be powerless to resist! All the joy
of a chocolate Easter egg, but without the calories (and the packaging).

GooD To KNoW
The outer shell of the egg is made with the cocoa butter from the Peace Community
in San Jose, Colombia. We buy the beans directly from them and they are processed
to make the butter in Europe.
It’s Fair Trade, and deodorised – which allows us to use it in the Golden Egg and not
have its scent overpower the fragrance. We also use this cocoa butter in our Peace
massage bar and Charity Pot body lotion.
Read more about the Community here: https://www.lush.co.uk/article/peacepioneers
Last year the Golden Egg was so popular that the product creation team had an easy
decision to bring it back; it did eggcellently!
Inventor Daniel chose to use Peace cocoa butter in The Golden Egg to inspire
conversations about where cocoa butter comes from. During the Easter period,
chocolate eggs which contain cocoa butter from untraceable sources, potentially
involving child labour and non-fairly trading practices are widely consumed.
By working with the Peace Community directly we can be sure of the processes
involved in creating this beautiful ingredient, and we’re able to pass on the benefits
and the messages direct to our customers. So let’s talk about cocoa butter!
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KEY INGREDIENTS
Sodium
Bicarbonate
water softening
Citric acid
works with the sodium
bicarbonate to create
the fizzing action in
the water

EASTER BATH BOMB

Fluffy Egg
Un oeuf is un oeuf!

QUANTITIVE INGREDIENTS
Sodium Bicarbonate, Citric Acid,
Perfume, Synthetic Musk, Benzyl
Benzoate, Alpha-Isomethyl ionone,
Colour 45410, Colour 14700, Colour
17200, Candy Flowers.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Vegan
Self-Preserving

Why Choose this one?
Pretty in pink, this bomb is better than any chocolate egg. The smell of candy floss
will satiate even the sweetest tooth.
This limited edition egg shaped bath bath bomb is fragranced with an old Lush
favourite, Candy Fluff – hence the name Fluffy Egg. For those who never got to try
Candy Fluff dusting powder....think Snow Fairy!			
Fluffy Egg was created by co-founder Mo some years ago, when she finally gave in
to requests for an Easter egg shaped bath bomb. It has been so popular with our
customers that it’s come back year after year.
If anyone loves the sweet scent of Mmmelting Marshmallow Moment bath melt, or is
missing Snow Fairy shower gel then make sure they pop this in their Easter basket!

GOOD TO KNOW 					
Mo invented the bath bomb back in the days of Cosmetics to Go. To find out the full
story of how she invented these fizzy, fragrant and water softening great balls of
bicarb, turn to pages 37 & 38 of the Cosmetic to Go book.
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KEY INGREDIENTS
GRaPEFRuIT oIL
refreshing
LEmoN oIL
zesty and uplifting
FaIR TRaDE VaNILLa
aBSoLuTE
comforting

QuaNTITIVE INGREDIENTS

EASTER BATH BOMB

Immaculate
Eggception
Eggs Benedict cumberhatched!

Immaculate Eggception (Yellow)
(Large Egg with Bunny Insert bath
bomb)
Sodium Bicarbonate, Citric Acid,
Perfume, Grapefruit Oil (Citrus
paradisi), Lemon Oil (Citrus limonum),
Fair Trade Vanilla Absolute (Vanilla
planifolia), Dipropylene Glycol,
*Limonene, *Linalool, Gardenia Extract
(Gardenia jasminoides), Colour 42090,
Colour 15510, Cola Pip.
* Occurs naturally in essential oils
Immaculate Eggception (Pink) (Large
Egg with Chick Insert bath bomb)
Sodium Bicarbonate, Citric Acid,
Perfume, Grapefruit Oil (Citrus
paradisi), Lemon Oil (Citrus limonum),
Fair Trade Vanilla Absolute (Vanilla
planifolia), Dipropylene Glycol,
*Limonene, *Linalool, Gardenia Extract
(Gardenia jasminoides), Colour 45410,
Colour 17200, Colour 14700, Colour
42090, Orange Pip.
* Occurs naturally in essential oils
aDDITIoNaL INFoRmaTIoN
Vegan
Self-Preserving

WhY chooSE ThIS oNE?
Eggceptionally good, sweet scented bath times – with a special treat hidden inside!
When you crack open this giant egg, you’ll discover a mini bunny or chick bath bomb
hidden in the centre! Fragranced with a beautiful blend of grapefruit, and lemon oils,
and Fair Trade vanilla absolute. When co-founder Mark first smelled this, the scent of
the vanilla reminded him of chocolate – perfect for an Easter egg.
There are many reasons to be cheerful about these eggstra special bath bombs;
there are three baths worth of fizz to be had and there are two colours to choose
from (or if you can’t decide, you could just get both!).

GooD To KNoW
They also rattle when you give them a shake – so you can build up eggcitement and
anticipation wondering what’s inside.
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KEY INGREDIENTS
VIoLET LEaF
aBSoLuTE
fresh and grassy
LImE oIL
zesty and uplifting
PoPPING caNDY
fizz pop whizz bang,
helps make bath times fun!

EASTER BATH BOMB

hoppity
Poppity
Pop art

QuaNTITIVE INGREDIENTS
Sodium Bicarbonate, Citric Acid,
Popping Candy, Violet Leaf Absolute
(Viola odorata), Lime Oil (Citrus
aurantifolia), Lavender Absolute
(Lavandula angustifolia), Perfume,
*Limonene, *Linalool, Alpha-Isomethyl
ionone, Benzyl Alcohol, Benzyl
Benzoate, Benzyl Salicylate, Citronellol,
Colour 45410, Colour 14700, Colour
17200, Frosty Holly Lustre (Potassium
Aluminium Silicate, Titanium Dioxide,
Colour 19140, Colour 42090).
*Occurs naturally in essential oils
aDDITIoNaL INFoRmaTIoN
Vegan

WhY chooSE ThIS oNE?
Sometimes you’re up and sometimes you’re down. When you’re down, bounce back
with this fantastically fizzy little bunny. Drop in the bath for a fresh, herbal experience
that will leave you feeling bright-eyed and bushy-tailed. Popping candy adds a little
fun.
Hidden inside this enchanting white rabbit is a pink center for soft pink bath water,
and popping candy coated in green lustre for a poppity good time. Sit back and
listen to the bunny hop and pop around your bath tub, whilst enjoying the beautiful
fresh fragrance.

GooD To KNoW
The perfume for this bath bomb was based of a fragrance that Mark made for his
sister Jo as part of Gorilla Perfume Volume 3. The fresh blend of lavender absolute,
lime oil and violet leaf absolute, may remind you of fresh green grass (just like
rabbits love). It shows the high quality perfumes that are part of our fresh handmade
cosmetics, after all, we believe in filling the world with perfume!
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KEY INGREDIENTS

EASTER SOAP

maNDaRIN
cheerful and refreshing

Somewhere
over The
Rainbow

NERoLI
uplifting
caRNaTIoN
floral and fragrant

QuaNTITIVE INGREDIENTS
Water (Aqua), Glycerine, Rapeseed
Oil; Coconut Oil (Brassica napus;
Cocos nucifera), Sorbitol, Perfume,
Sicilian Mandarin Oil (Citrus Nobilis),
Neroli Oil (Citrus Aurantium amara),
Rose Absolute (Rosa damascena),
Titanium Dioxide, Sodium Chloride,
EDTA, Tetrasodium Etidronate,
Sodium Hydroxide, *Limonene,
Hydroxycitronellal, Colour 42090,
Colour 15510, Colour 45350, Colour
17200, Colour 59040, Colour 45410,
Colour 14700, Snowflake Lustre;
Dazzling Gold Lustre (Potassium
Aluminium Silicate, Calcium Sodium
Borosilicate, Tin Oxide).
* Occurs naturally in essential oils

Beyond the rain

aDDITIoNaL INFoRmaTIoN
Vegan
Self-Preserving
Palm-Free Soap Base
Mono-Propylene Glycol Free

WhY chooSE ThIS oNE?
Wash with a chunk of the rainbow to melt your troubles like lemon drops.
Behold this spectacular rainbow: with six different colours, you may get a couple
of different colours in every slice. As well as the beautiful colours, you’ll see the
snowflake lustre sparkling throughout the soap, making this look as wonderful as
it smells. Fragranced with a new scent, called ‘rainbow’ it’s an uplifting blend of
mandarin, neroli and rose to help leave you happy and energised.
This soap is great for shop floor theatre, cutting colourful slices fresh for our
customers. It’s also made with a palm free soap base and is mpg free!

GooD To KNoW
When designing this soap Michelle from the labs was inspired by the bright and fun
artwork of Pip & Pop.
Pip & Pop grew from a collaboration between two artists - Nicole Andrejevic and
Tanya Schultz. Using fine sand, sugar, origami, plastic figures, glitter, lights and
found objects they create intricate, gloriously technicoloured worlds.
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KEY INGREDIENTS
FRESh PINEaPPLE
JuIcE
enzymic
FaIR TRaDE
VaNILLa aBSoLuTE
comforting

EASTER SHOWER JELLY

Pot o’ Gold
Pot Luck

mYRRh RESINoID
precious and aromatic

QuaNTITIVE INGREDIENTS
Glycerine, Orange Peel Decoction
(Citrus Aurantium dulcis), Sodium
Laureth Sulfate, Propylene Glycol,
Fresh Pineapple Juice (Ananas sativus),
Carrageenan Extract (Chondrus
crispus), Perfume, Fair Trade Vanilla
Absolute (Vanilla planifolia), Myrrh
Resinoid (Commiphora myrrha),
Sweet Orange Oil (Citrus sinensis),
Amyl Cinnamal, Benzyl Salicylate,
Coumarin, Gardenia Extract (Gardenia
jasminoides), Radiant Gold Lustre;
Gold Glimmer Lustre (Potassium
Aluminium Silicate, Titanium Dioxide,
Synthetic Fluorphlogopite, Iron Oxides,
Silica, Colour 77499), Methylparaben,
Propylparaben.
aDDITIoNaL INFoRmaTIoN
Vegan

WhY chooSE ThIS oNE?
It’s what everyone hopes to find at the end of a rainbow!
At the end of every rainbow lies sweet, decadently-scented jelly. A jelly packed full
of golden ingredients; pineapple juice, orange peel decoction, glimmer and lustre to
add some shine to your showering. A rich and sweet vanilla, myrrh and sweet orange
oil scent fragrances this luxurious jelly: some of you may recognise it from Creme
Anglaise body lotion.

GooD To KNoW
If you have a pot of gold then you really need a rainbow to go with it: so grab yourself
a fresh slice of Somewhere Over The Rainbow soap!
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Gift Content

Somewhere Over The Rainbow
soap
Wash with a chunk of the rainbow
to melt your troubles like lemon
drops.

EASTER GIFT

Rainbow
Bright
The forecast looks bright

Pot O’ Gold
shower jelly
At the end of every rainbow lies
a little pot of sweet-scented
decadence.

VEGAN
Shower Power

IF YOU SUGGEST THIS, YOU
MAY ALSO WANT TO GIVE THE
OPTION OF ...
Funny Bunny (shower version),
Bright And Breezy, Flower Power

Why Choose this one?
A pot of gold in the end of the rainbow is not a myth with this gift - but it’s still magic!
Wake up where the clouds are far behind you with these sunny goodies for the
shower and bath. A bright and cheerful chunk of the rainbow will wash away your
blues and golden jelly will have you skipping down the yellow brick road.
Let yourself be inspired by the magic inside this gift. Two limited edition products:
get them whilst you can!

GOOD TO KNOW
When you have two amazing products such as Pot O’ Gold and Somewhere Over The
Rainbow soap, it’s their destiny to be joined inside a gift together. Fans of the 1980s
animated TV series Rainbow Brite, may be familiar with the story of a girl bringing
colour to a colourless land, well this gift is sure to bring colour and brightness to your
day.
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Gift Content

EASTER GIFT

Carrot
Golden Egg
bath bomb melt
How do you like your legs in the
morning? We like ours soaking in
honey-toffee scented molten gold!

Hare today, gone tomorrow!

Bunch Of Carrots
reusable bubble bar
Dig up the dirt on refreshing
tropical bathing with this adorable
trio of bubbly carrots.

Carrot Soap
Get rooting for this bright and
cheerful soap, complete with
leaping white bunny in the centre.

VEGAN
Blissful Bathing

IF YOU SUGGEST THIS, YOU
MAY ALSO WANT TO GIVE THE
OPTION OF ...
Funny Bunny (shower), Funny Bunny
(bath), Hello Sunshine, Happy Daze

Why Choose this one?
This giant glow-in-the-dark carrot - packed full of our favourite carroty-products and
a touch of gold - will have you rabbiting on for weeks.		
The contents inside can tell the story of the Bunny who is searching for the Golden
Egg. First you find the Bunny, in this case depicted in a slice of our luxurious skin
softening Carrot soap. Then you find the Bunch Of Carrots; reusable bubble bars that
are sure to give the bunny a burst of energy with their uplifting buchu, bergamot and
lemon fragrance.
As a reward for being a good rabbit who ate his dinner, you will find at the end of
the cone, the Golden Egg awaits. It’s a bath melt coated bath bomb, with the same
comforting fragrance as our Honey I Washed The Kids soap – the perfect ending to
any good Easter egg hunt!
					

GOOD TO KNOW					

You can use your Carrot again and again. How about for storing more Lush goodies?
Or you could even use it as a jaunty glow in the dark Easter bonnet!
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Gift Content

Hoppity Poppity
bath bomb
Drop this fantastically fizzy little
bunny in the bath for a fresh,
herbal bathing experience.
Popping candy adds a little
bounce.

EASTER GIFT

Funny Bunny
(bath)
Hop ‘til you drop

Bunch Of Carrots
reusable bubble bar
Dig up the dirt on refreshing
tropical bathing with this adorable
trio of bubbly carrots.

Fluffy Egg
bath bomb
Pretty in pink, this bomb smells
like candyfloss. Who needs
chocolate eggs?

Dragon’s Egg
bath bomb
Popping candy and swirling
sparkles makes this a feast for
the eyes as well as the skin.

VEGAN
Blissful Bathing

IF YOU SUGGEST THIS, YOU
MAY ALSO WANT TO GIVE THE
OPTION OF ...
Carrot Cone, Great Balls Of Bicarb,
Happy Bathday, Happy Daze
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Why Choose this one?
This cheerful, floppy eared little bunny is full to the brim with products for explosively
colourful bath times and bubbly fun.
All the characters for a magical springtime story with your bathtub as the stage.
Three limited edition bathtime goodies plus one of our best-seller bath bombs,
all wrapped up in a yellow and fun reusable knot-wrap. Do we need to say more?
C’mon, hop on in!

GOOD TO KNOW					
This organic cotton knot-wrap is made by re-wrap, a cooperative in Mysore, India
which empowers local women by offering them training and employment.
Inside it you will find a plain cardboard sphere to contain all your Lush goodies. This
can be customised however you like – use it to write a secret message or draw a
picture, or leave it plain for the lucky gift recipient to get creative with!

Gift Content

Grass
shower gel
Fresh wheatgrass cleanses both
hair and body, while neroli oil lifts
your mood.

EASTER GIFT

Funny Bunny
(shower)
Hop ‘til you drop

Carrot soap
Get rooting for this bright and
cheerful soap, complete with
leaping white bunny in the centre.

Green Fun
Feel fresh and focused with a
citrus burst of lemon and lime that
awakens the senses.

Whoosh
shower jelly
A carrageenan seaweed base
softens the skin, while zesty citrus
oils perk you up.

VEGETARIAN
Shower Power

IF YOU SUGGEST THIS, YOU
MAY ALSO WANT TO GIVE THE
OPTION OF ...

Why Choose this one?
This cheerful, floppy eared little bunny is full to the brim with products for fun, superscented showering.
Like springtime in a gift, you get four lovely uplifting products in a go. Perfect to get
you ready for a sunny day or for when you need a pick-me-up shower in the morning.
Hop on in!

GOOD TO KNOW
This organic cotton knot-wrap is made by re-wrap, a cooperative in Mysore, India
which empowers local women by offering them training and employment.
Inside it you will find a plain cardboard sphere to contain all your Lush goodies. This
can be customised however you like – use it to write a secret message or draw a
picture, or leave it plain for the lucky gift recipient to get creative with!

Bright and Breezy, Shiny Happy People,
Bella Fruta
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Easter Knot-Wrap

Hoppity
Poppity
To wrap all your Easter goodies!

Why Choose this one?
Knot sure which gift to go for? Want to custom make a gift full of easter treats, well
you can in this eggcellent knot-wrap. Complete golden metallic ink on the eggs, it
takes inspiration from this years incredible product range.

GOOD TO KNOW
This organic cotton knot-wrap is made by re-wrap, a cooperative in Mysore, India
which empowers local women by offering them training and employment.
Since 2012 we have knot-wrapped over 735,000 gifts.
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Spring Gifts
2015
These gifts were originally created for as part of a larger ‘White Day’ range for
Japan. The theme was ‘Park Life’, a lot of inspiration came from a trip that Nicole
and Suzie took to Japan in April 2014. Along with some Japanese design influence
from artists such as Yayoi Kusami and Hisui Siguri. There are 2 returning gifts
from the range last year which were best sellers, these are Hello Sunshine and
Strawberries and Cream.
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Gift Content

SPRING GIFT

Bee Happy
Honey Bee
bath bomb
Relax with this soothing soak
containing honey, aloe vera and
rhassoul mud.

... and feel bee-autiful!

Fairly Traded Honey
shampoo
For gorgeously soft, sexy shiny
hair, who better than the birds and
the bees to help us? Fairly Traded
honey makes up more than half of
this shampoo to replenish moisture
and add shine, and there’s also
beeswax and lots of floral essential
oils to bring to mind a summer
meadow. Honey really is the bees
knees, which is why we’ve used
plenty here: it’s self preserving,
and a natural humectant, which
helps your hair to attract and retain
moisture.

VEGETARIAN
Blissful Bathing / Haircare
Why Choose this one?
IF YOU SUGGEST THIS, YOU
MAY ALSO WANT TO GIVE THE
OPTION OF ...
Flower Power, Love You Mum, Honey

For the ones that love honey so much that want they want to have it from head to toe.
A very special spring gift, featuring our Fairly Traded Honey shampoo with Zambian
honey. This particular honey was chosen for it’s amazing sustainability standards
and for working alongside the nature to make sure the normal workings of the hives
continue. The Zambian beekeepers do not have any control over the bees and simply
provide them with a home made of bark suspended from a tree, collecting only half of
the honey present and only harvesting at the height of the one out of two summers.

GOOD TO KNOW
This is designed as a replacement for Mr Bumble, so busy bees out there can get a
Knot-Wrap with honey themed treats inside. What’s different is that this gift features
Fairly Traded Honey shampoo, as a way of getting this lovely Shampoo into a gift and
introducing more customers to our haircare range.
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Gift Content

Each Peach
massage bar
A zesty, uplifting treat for the
skin, with natural fruit butters and
essential oils.

SPRING GIFT

Bright and
Breezy
A zesty duo to put a spring in your step

Rub Rub Rub
shower scrub
Mineral rich sea salt delicately
fragranced with jasmine and
mimosa absolutes.

VEGAN
Shower Power / Bodycare

IF YOU SUGGEST THIS, YOU
MAY ALSO WANT TO GIVE THE
OPTION OF ...
Hello Sunshine, Sunny Day,
Ray of Sunshine, Tutti Fruity

Why Choose this one?
It’s Spring but you’re not feeling it yet? Grab this zesty duo and get your day going
and your skin feeling amazing, all in one go. Scrub and buff your skin with our
amazing shower scrub Rub Rub Rub and ask your pair to give you a massage with
the citrusy Each Peach massage bar. Feeling better already?

GOOD TO KNOW
Designed by Sarah Bagshaw who has done quite a bit of surface pattern design for
us in the past including Seasons Greetings from last year’s Christmas range.
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GIFT coNTENT

SPRING GIFT

Flower Power
Ro’s argan
body conditioner
Nourishing argan oil and exquisite
rose in a rich conditioner for silky,
heavenly skin.

Groovy!

Yes Yes Yes
massage bar
A jasmine fragrance that’s so sexy
it will have you in raptures.

Flying Fox
shower gel
A luxurious gel smooths skin with
honey, seductively fragranced with
jasmine.

honey Bee
bath bomb
Relax with this soothing soak
containing honey, aloe vera and
rhassoul mud.

WhY chooSE ThIS oNE?

VEGETARIAN

GooD To KNoW

Blissful Bathing / Sharing Showers
Luxury Bodycare

This is a tin bauble and the idea of using a braid attachment was from a trip to
Japan. The Spring gifts collection were originally created as part of the Japanese
White day gifts, however they were so beautiful and exciting it was decided that the
rest of the world should also be able to have them as ‘Spring Gifts’.

IF You SuGGEST ThIS, You
maY aLSo WaNT To GIVE ThE
oPTIoN oF ...
Bee Happy, Hello Sunshine, Rosie,
Honey
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Feel groovy with this super psychedelic tin, complete with a reusable braid loop. All
that you need to get your groove on is here: honey to make things sweet, jasmine to
make things sexy and argan oil and rose offer soft, soothed and scented skin.

GIFT coNTENT

SPRING GIFT

hello Sunshine
Brightside
bubble bar
A bubble bar made with three
types of citrus oils to ass some
zest to your day.

For when you need a bit of sunshine in your life

charity Pot
hand and body lotion
A rich and generous cream that
not only helps your skin to look
its best, but also adds a glow to
the small grassroots charities we
work with.

VEGAN
Blissful Bathing / Bodycare

IF You SuGGEST ThIS, You
maY aLSo WaNT To GIVE ThE
oPTIoN oF ...
Bright and Breezy, Strawberries and
Cream, Sunny Day, Tutti Fruity, Butterfly

WhY chooSE ThIS oNE?
Back from last year, this gift was a smasher and we thought it fitted well with the
theme of Spring. This time around, we have a recycled inner bauble which will hold
the shape and give the gift more structure. Brighten up your day with this pair of
feelgood delights for bath and skin!

GooD To KNoW
This knot-wrap is made from greenspun, a fabric made from recycled plastic bottles,
and you can re-use the knot-wrap again and again afterwards.
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Gift Content

Strawberry Feels Forever
massage bar
A creamy strawberry massage bar
with a fruit sundae fragrance. If
you’re feeling fruity, this massage
bar is just the thing to get you in
the mood.

SPRING GIFT

Strawberries
And Cream
What else would you want with your strawberries
than a good helping of cream …?

Sympathy For The Skin
body lotion
A rich cream, hydrating and
nourishing, with a comforting
banana custard fragrance.

VEGAN
Luxury Bodycare

IF YOU SUGGEST THIS, YOU
MAY ALSO WANT TO GIVE THE
OPTION OF ...
Mum, Bright and Breezy,
Hello Sunshine, Butterfly

Why Choose this one?
A delicious duo that makes sure your skin is in for a treat. Our fully traceable Fair
Trade Organic Cocoa butter can be found in both products together with fresh fruits
and oils to make your skin feel amazingly soft and smelling oh-so-yummy!

GOOD TO KNOW
This gift was inspired by the Strawberry Feels Forever massage bar and is just
perfect for lovers of all things sweet and fruity.
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Gift Content
Brightside bubble bar
Fizzbanger bath bomb
You’ve Been Mangoed bath melt
Each Peach massage bar
The Olive Branch shower gel

SPRING GIFT

Sunny Day
A sunshine surprise awaits within …

Red Fun
Sunnyside bubble bar
Avobath bath bomb

VEGAN
Blissful bathing / Sharing Showers
Luxury Bodycare

IF YOU SUGGEST THIS, YOU
MAY ALSO WANT TO GIVE THE
OPTION OF ...
Funny Bunny bath, Happy Daze,
Happy Bathday, Pop, The Art of Bathing

Why Choose this one?
Everyday is a sunny day with this bonanza of citrus-scented bath time delights. When
opened, a concertina orange sun shape appears with sun rays and the products
inside are all bright, cheerful and chosen to make you feel as bright as the sun. A
great selection of all year round uplifting goodies to give you some sunshine. You’ll
be walking on sunshine - whoa oh!

GOOD TO KNOW
As if all of the wonderful contents aren’t enough to make you feel good, there are
also some wonderful stories to tell linked to our products. The Olive Branch shower
gel contains Fair Trade Olive oil from the women-led cooperative Sindyanna of
Galilee in the northern region of Israel. Sindyanna takes its name from the palistinian
oak tree, which represents endurance, stability and a rootedness to the land and
honours the Arab citizens of Israel who remained on their land during the 1948 war.
It was founded by Jewish and Palestinian citizens of Israel to provide access to
markets for Palestinian farmers, as a demonstration of peaceful cooperation and to
empower women.
Read more about it on https://www.lush.co.uk/article/fair-trade-olive-oil-israel
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SPRING KNOT-WRAP

Park Life

GOOD TO KNOW
This will be made from green-spun fabric made from recycled plastic bottles and has
cotton- like feel to it.
Designed by Studio Takeuma a Japanese designer based in Japan.
https://www.behance.net/Studio-Takeuma
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